PUNCTUATION AND CAPITALIZATION

Insert any necessary punctuation marks, and capitalize the appropriate letters in the following sentences.

harry hudson a famous citizen of steeple city graduated from cuthbert business school in june 1918. he was the first man to have received all the honors that were conferred by that school. he was according to some people very ambitious to make a name for himself. using a small fortune left to him at his fathers death he began manufacturing electrical appliances and soon became a millionaire. bored with success in business he traveled to england france and italy to acquire culture and broadening. no one knows exactly what influenced him on his trips but on his return he was a philanthropist.

to explain himself to other businessmen he wrote an autobiography which he facetiously called a tycoon emerges from his cocoon. in his book he spoke vehemently against the exploitation of labor which he thought destroyed the real basis of wealth. the formula he recommended was this a fair wage for competent work.

the affection he held for his fellow americans was reflected by his efforts at economic rehabilitation during the thirties. because of his sensitivity to the misery of others he spent most of his personal fortune providing work for the needy. you want dignity not charity he said to a group of workmen at the ground breaking ceremony for steeple city memorial hospital. the affection with which he is regarded by the american public he is known as the grand old man of american industry is attributed to his untiring efforts in the common welfare. although he may have been blameworthy in his dealings with the internal revenue service we can be thankful for the memorials he has left us mary hudson bird sanctuary and black rock observatory. his money and energy were used to benefit all america indeed his example has been followed by many other men of wealth.